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As a software author, you must know the benefits of submitting your software to download sites:
more visibility, more back links, more visitors and more sales. Then are you aware how to easily and
efficiently submit your software to numerous download sites? Visit below.

So far, PAD file would be the most popular and most effective way for you. Then what is PAD. In
fact, PAD (Portable Application Description) is a new XML - based open format including the most
crucial and sometimes asked for information on an application program. Many download sites
demand and support it. PAD file allow all of the software information to become up-to-date from one
location around the developer's website.

How to create PAD file?

If you want to promote your software online, then the first thing you should do is creating PAD file.

1. Company Information

It contains all the details about your company. You can omit these details or stay anonymous, but it
is advisable to complete these fields (also company URL), because this can not only ensure PAD
file is not declined by any shareware sites, but also increase credibility.

2. Contact Information

This is for the writer of the software. With it, users can use the contact details to send you emails if
they encounter problems, so please make sure this area is correct!

3. Product Information

It includes the system requirements, price, file names, download URLs and more. Besides, you
should also enter your product description. Make sure your descriptions are not longer than the
character limit. You can use PAD generator which will automatically impose the limit. If you are just
using a text editor, be very careful. Many sites will simply reject your PAD file if they find you have
violated these (or any other) fields.

Actually, there are some other points you should pay more attention, so to create PAD, you can
choose PAD generator, more convenientï¼•

How to submit PAD file?

For PAD submission, either manually or automatically is ok. But manual submission is time-
consuming. Furthermore, the submission always fails because you do not know the submission
rules of a certain download site. So submission tool is the best tool for you.

Well, PAD Submit Worker is such professional and top-selling submission software which can
submit your software to hundreds of download sites in a short time, saving time and money. I can
say its submission is 100 times faster than that of manual submission. With it, no matter PAD
creation or PAD submission, all will do for you!
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If you want to promote software  online, you can try a submission software to a submit PAD file,
efficiently and quickly. a PAD generator, foremost!
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